Impact of rare-earth doping upon micro-periodical anisotropy
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ABSTRACT
The possibility for creation of the optical anisotropy with small periodicities up to nano-scale
in amorphous materials is perspective in future for obtaining of different miniature elements
for optoelectronics. In this paper the investigation results of the impact of rare-earth doping
upon the process of the creation and also on the properties of the photo-induced microperiodical anisotropy in different samples are presented. The influence of the variations of the
chemical rare-earth components is analyzed and the physical mechanisms are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
By using the basic and double frequencies of a powerful YAG:Nd laser it is possible to form the
modulations of the optical anisotropy inside the previously center-symmetrical isotropic amorphous
mediums and to create corresponding long-lived photo-integrated spatially-periodic microstructures
of the second-order susceptibilities (χ(2) lattices)1-17. This photo-modification of the isotropic
materials may be used for the manufacturing of new patterns of the laser frequency micro-scale
converters in future. The occurrence of the anisotropy in the isotropic amorphous samples is
considered as a formation of a spatially-periodical electric field owing to charges separation by an
arising coherent photovoltaic current or as a local distribution of the charges with the formation of a
long-lived static polarization. As a result, in an amorphous center-symmetrical isotropic medium in
the photo-integrated second-order susceptibility there are possibility for an arising of the nonlinear
three-wave interactions, such as the frequency conversion of light with the generation of the second
harmonic and also the parametrical amplification of light. One of a basic task of the investigations is
to create the samples on the base of the photo-integrated structures of the second-order
susceptibilities which are perspective for the possible practical applications in different areas of laser
physics, optoelectronics and may be also for biophotonics, in particular, for creation of the microscale
converters of the coherent light radiations. Thus, it is necessary to receive the samples not only with
high efficiency of radiation conversion on the photo-integrated anisotropy, but also with the long
lifetime and stability to various kinds of influence.

In this paper the investigation results of the action of rare-earth elements on the process of the
creation and also on the properties of the photo-induced micro-periodical anisotropy in different
samples are presented. The influence of the variations of the chemical rare-earth components is
analyzed and the physical mechanisms are discussed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a rule the experimental set-up on base of a pulsed powerful YAG:Nd3+-laser is used for the photomodification of the different isotropic center-symmetrical materials with the creation of the photointegrated spatial-periodic second-order susceptibilities (χ(2) lattices) in samples by all-optical poling
process. So, the basic and doubled frequencies of laser radiation are separated in space on two
channels by use the optical elements and filters. Than the separated radiations are focused inside
different investigated isotropic samples in a small some micron spot or inside a core of a fiber.
YAG:Nd3+-laser can be pulsed one with nano- or picoseconds so that in samples the intensity for the
basic frequency radiation have the values in interval 0,5÷35 GW⋅ m-2 and for the doubled frequency
radiation have the values in interval 3⋅10-4÷2 GW⋅ m-2. During this illumination of materials with use
the powerful inter-coherent two-frequency radiation (in other words during the process of all-optical
poling) the spatial-periodic electrostatic field E and, correspondingly, the photo-integrated microstructure of the second-order susceptibility (χ(2) ~ χ(3)E) had been accumulating in region of the
interaction of beams. The nonlinear three-wave conversions of light waves take place in investigated
isotropic samples inside the accumulating second-order susceptibilities χ(2). When only the basic
frequency radiation falls on the photo-integrated microlattice χ(2) then the process of the nonlinear
doubling of light frequency (i.e. second-harmonic generation Pshg(2ω)) is observed on it in
experiment. The growth of signals of the light power of the photo-induced second harmonic
generation Pshg(2ω) up to saturation is fixed on computer in real time.

Figure 1. Experimental set-up used by us for investigations
of light harmonic generation process in photointegrated second-order susceptibilities χ(2).

The obtained results of the investigations of the nonlinear light harmonic generation in the microstructures of the second-order susceptibility (χ(2) ~ χ(3)E) photo-induced in various isotropic materials
on the base of the silicate, germanium and phosphate glass matrixes with additional different small
concentrations of the rare-earth elements from 0,02 up to 5,5% are presented in figure 1. Here ηg is
the value of the maximal efficiency of the transformation of the basic frequency radiation into
second-harmonic generation signal.

Figure 1. Experimental results of impact of different rare-earth elements
The performed experiments show that there are the sufficiently different efficiencies (up to some
orders of values, see Figure 1) for the generation of the nonlinear second harmonic in the photoinduced micro-structures of the second-order susceptibility χ(2) in different glass materials with
containing additional rare-earth elements. The small concentrations rare-earth elements (Er3+, Ce3+,
Nd3+, Sm3+) are effective additions. Some samples with sufficiently high values up to 10-2 have been
obtained in glass mediums with content of small concentrations of rare-earth elements Er3+ and Ce3+.
The writing times for the photo-induced microlattices χ(2) up to maximum saturation in different
investigated samples are from some minutes up to some hours and the maximal obtained efficiencies
correspond to the maximal writing times. On the base of the presented experimental results can be
performed the comparative analysis of influence of chemical elements. The photo-induced
microlattices of the second-order susceptibility χ(2) can be used in future for creations of the
broadband sources of the nonlinear harmonic generation for micro- and may be for nanooptoelectronics but in the materials containing rare-earth elements the additional investigations must
be performed for obtaining more high efficiencies. Note, by us opinion for now the glass materials
containing additional concentrations of rare-earth elements are seem the most perspective.
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